
Detailed Report of Swachh Rail Swachh Bharat – SwachhtaSaptah 

Swachh Rail Swachh Bharat-Swachhta Saptah was celebrated over the complete division and 

officers were posted daily at 12 Nos of A1/A category stations i.e JAT, LDH,ASR, JUC,JRC, FZR, 

PGW, BEAS,PTK,PTKC,UHP & SVDK. At rest of the stations, it was done by SMs & SMRs. 

Consolidated report of the division is as below: 

Sr. No. Activity Nos Reported 

1. No of officers deputed for the drives 124 

2. Anti littering Drive- No of persons booked 278 

3. Anti littering Drive-Amount of Fine Collected Rs. 45800/- 

4. Nos of additional dustbins provided 260 

5. Nos. of segregated dustbins provided 90 

6. Nos of NGOs etc Participated 18 

7. Nos of Passenger Contacted on PFs 1820 

8. Nos of complaints received on PFs /Disposed 33/33 

9. Inspection of trains by officers-Nos 215 

10. Nos of complaints received on Trains /Disposed 40/36 

11 Nos of passengers contacted on Trains for view on cleanliness 1224 
 

17/09/2016    (Swachh Paryavaran) : 

General cleanliness was ensured at all the stations. Plantation of trees was carried out at all (A1 

& A ) category stations by officers and at other stations of FZR Division by officials. 

Beautification of station premises by pruning of trees (90 Trees) and landscaping was 

undertaken at many places. Plantation activities (70 trees) was done by ADRM/FZR, Sr.DPO, 

Sr.DEN/C, DEN-IV in DRM Office complex and FZR station circulating area . Radha Swami 

Satsang Beas people cooperated in cleanliness activities at BEAS station. Nukkad Natak was 

organized at ASR station to spread awareness about cleanliness. CMM/Sale/NR also visited LDH 

station to spread awareness.   

 

Platform Cleaning Activity at ASR Stn. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Plantation by  SrDEN-C/FZR at FZR 

Plantation by ADRM/FZR at FZR 



 

 

 

Plantation at Beas Stn 

Participation of Dera satsang Beas 

Nukkad Natak at ASR 



18/09/2016 (Swachh Stations) : 

Intensive cleanliness drive was undertaken at all the stations of FZR division . Availability and 

working of cleaning machines was ensured . 45 Nos. of Ceiling Fans at passenger halls and 

platforms were cleaned at  JAT. At JRC station roofs and walls were cleaned. Plantation was 

carried out at Jalandhar. Sant Shri Seechewal Ji, a noted social worker, carried out the work of 

landscaping and tree plantation at SQL station. Whitewashing of waiting rooms and 

refreshment rooms was also carried out at many stations. 
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Ceiling Fan cleaning at JRC 

Platform cleaning at JAT Stn. 



 

 

 

 

White washing activity accomplished 

at Jalandhar Cantt. 

Plantation activities done by Sant 

ShSeechewal Ji 

Landscaping Activity at SQL under 

guidance of Sant Sh. Seechewal Ji 



19/09/2016( Swachh Railgadi): 

Intensive Onboard Inspection of trains was carried out by officers for cleanliness of trains, check 

on toilets, quality of linen and inspection of pantry cars and other catering establishments. 

Pantry car managers were instructed to clean all the installations and floors intensively. 

Sr.DEE/TRD/FZR ensured complete cleaning of pantry car of Train No.12137/38 . DSTE/LDH did 

intensive inspection of 09 trains and fined Pantry Car Contractor for poor cleaning, poor upkeep 

of food, improper uniform of pantry workers and other contractors for stinking toilets. This way 

he fined around Rs.5000/- to contractors in trains 12919, 12920 & 12460. Dy.CME/W/HQ also 

assisted the  Swachh Railgadi Compaign at JUC Railway Station. Further to spread awareness on 

proper use of bio-toilets, staff moved through coaches with an awareness audio with them. 

 



20.09.2016 (Swachh Neer) 

Intensive inspection of all water installations, availability of water supply & sample checks of 

water were conducted at all A1/A category stations by the officers deputed. At JUC station 4 

water installations were checked and one water cooler checked by ADSTE/FZR. At SVDK station, 

all water installations were checked by ADME/JAT. 

 

 

Water Booth being Checked at BEAS 

by ADSTE/FZR. 

Sample check 

by ADEN/UHP 

at UHP Stn. 



21.09.2016 (Swachh Parisar) 

Intensive drive for cleanliness of station’s circulating area at all A1/A Category stations was 

carried out. Required amenities were checked and unauthorized encroachments were removed 

at many of the stations. 

 

  

Cleanliness of circulating area at JAT 

Station & removal of encroachment 

Cleaning of Platform at JRC Stn 



Seminar on Swachhata Saptah was conducted at LDH Station. Press conference was also 

conducted. Unions were also associated in the campaign. 

 

22.09.16 (Swachh Sahyog): 

Cleanliness awareness campaign was organized by displaying antilittering notices at all the 

stations of FZR Division. Total 22 Nos Antilittering cases with a fine of Rs 4200 Hundred were 

recorded on the day. Total 05 NGOs took part in the drive at A1/A category stations. 

 

Seminar by DRM/FZR at LDH Stn 

PTKC Stn after anti littering 

drive 



 

 

23.09.16 (Swachh Samwad) 

Seminar at JAT Stn was organized by ADRM/JAT and at JUC Stn by SrDME/JUC. Press conference 

was addressed by DRM/FZR at DRM Office & by ADRM/JAT at JAT Stn. Poster and painting 

competition was conducted at Railway school and winner students were suitably awarded. 

 

Swachh Samwad at JUC Stn 



 

 24.09.16 (Swachh Smarpan) 

Prabhat Pheries were taken out in the morning at all A1/A category stations with the slogan 

“Swachh Rail Swachh Bharat” to raise awareness of Railway employees and their families. 

Simultaneously intensive cleanliness of all the stations was carried on. Interaction with 

Passenger was also done on the day by SS/FZR. 

Cleanliness of circulating area at PGW 

Station 



 

 

 

25.09.16 (Swachh Aahar) 

Measures were taken over the whole division for ensuring clean and hygienic environment at 

all stations by officers & officials. Base kitchens & Pantry Cars were inspected for hygiene and 

quality of food. Proper disposal of kitchen and catering waste was ensured. 

Cleanliness activity being under taken 

at PGW Station 



 

 

Inspection of food stall by SrDME/JUC 

at JUC Stn. 

Inspection of Food Stall By ADEN/UHP 

at UHP Stn. 



 

 

Food Stall Inspection by DEN/ASR at 

ASR Stn 

Pantry Car Inspection by SrDMO/JAT 

& DTM/JAT at JAT Stn. 



 

 

Summarizing,  FZR division participated in the ‘Swachh Rail Swachh Bharat- SwachhtaSaptah’  

Drive from 17.09.2016 to 25.09.2016. This drive has created synergy among all the stake 

holders and thus inculcated the habit of maintaining the cleanliness in Railway Premises.  This 

will definitely improve the cleanliness level of Indian Railways in the time to come. 

                                                                                                                           For Divisional Rail Manager  

                                                      Northern Railway  

                                                                                    Firozpur 

 

Food Stall Inspection at FZR Stn by 

SrDCM/FZR 


